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Abstract. The privacy security and defence measures of hospital information system are analyzed,
according to the status quo of the development of hospital information system. By investigation of
literature, privacy protection system and informationization are introduced and summarized. The
suggestions of personal privacy protection are put forward to strengthen hospital information,
including strengthening the legislation of privacy protection and cross-border cooperation of
multi-organization.
Introduction
Chinese e-commerce has been developing rapidly and has achieved remarkable results, but the
services of healthcare and privacy protection have not made great progress. Only by promoting the
reform of the relevant system and the establishment of policy, the residents can enjoy the convenient
and safe service [1].
The infrastructure construction improves and strengthens popularization of information technology
application in our country. Hospital informationization starts with informatization system and legal
system construction. Information talent team expands gradually. Informatization has become the
significant support of each health management and service work of the hospital [2].
The information construction of hospital in China has been connected with the international
standard in the application field of information technology, but the overall level still has a certain gap
within the different regions [3].
The Problems Associated with Informationization and Privacy
The Problems Associated with Informationization
Under normal circumstances, the hospital informationization operators are mainly composed of
medical personnel and administrative personnel. Most of the operators aren’t computer professionals.
During the actual operation of hospital information system, there is not a scientific and reasonable
operating standard for the correct operation to the information system [4]. Explosion of the network
location and Internet virus file exist. Operators often unwittingly use these network systems. They
don’t use according to the system instruction. Each terminal may cause infections in hospital
information system, resulting in the collapse of hospital information system and the loss of data
information [5].
Privacy in Hospital
Health information privacy which is also called the patients privacy, mainly refers to the patients in
the medical service of the patient's own involved. Due to the need of medical services by medical
institutions and medical workers legitimate, disclosure of personal information is illegal. Medical
information has very high sensitivity and privacy [6]. There may be a leak and tampering or be illegal
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to steal. It will bring great losses to the patients' life, health and property, or even a threat to national
security.
Patients’ right of privacy is the right of privacy in a specific form of expression. In the process of
medical service it is refers to the law. When patients accept the medical service, their personal privacy
shall not be leakage and reject illegal infringement of the rights of medical institutions and medical
workers [7].
The Countermeasures of Protection
Security Protection Technology
In the defense of hospital information system security, hospital should improve the practical value
of the security protection technology, on the basis of the actual effect and characteristics of
information system [8]. It improves the safety protection. In the network operations management
system, all kinds of antivirus software, the scientific method of access control list is used. The hospital
information system security level for multi-level ascension can defense well against various attacks,
in the actual operation process [9].
Information management and safety management personnel, on the other hand, still can make
scientific use of Internet technology. At the same time it cooperates with DES encryption technology
on lots of new information transmission data encryption processing which can be good for all kinds of
information data for rapid transfer of science [10].
Hospital security management can fully use of invasive monitoring technology, on the basis of
improved quality of information system security monitoring and real-time information system
running flow of scientific detection. At the same time, under the influence of software and hardware
contact rule analysis technology, the information data depth of all kinds of information is excavated to
further improve the completeness and accuracy of information system data [11].
On the basis of information assets identification, in order to meet the demand of information
system security as the goal, the design includes the physical security, access control, authorization
policy, terminal host protection strategy, the network communication disaster protection policies and
strategies which overall moderate and complete method of information security strategy [12].
Privacy Security Monitoring System
In the big data applications of medical service providers, especially very large comprehensive
hospital management patients' personal information deals with a lot of sensitive information and plays
a vital role in the protection of individual privacy [13].
In view of the demand of personal information privacy protection under the background of medical
big data development, it is of great significance to study the application of privacy information
protection technology in medical field [14]. The development of information privacy protection
technology is based on access control, data encryption, anonymization and other data privacy
protection.
Some patients' privacy breaches are due to illegal theft of medical data, while others may be
provided or derived by hospital staff or even patients themselves. The office has already warned
medicare and medicaid beneficiaries of a common fraud on access to patient insurance information.
Healthcare providers should also protect patients' information from education employees [15]. People
often call doctors' offices or hospitals, posing as doctors, experts, pharmacies, suppliers, friends,
relatives or insurance representatives. Health care providers must teach their employees to identify
such calls and provide information only to qualified callers.
Summary
There are the problems that exist in the construction of hospital informationization. In the future in
the process of informatization construction, through unified cognition, it attaches great importance to
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the management, formulate scientific and long-term development plan and a balanced proportion of
capital investment to strengthen the construction of talent team, establish a data exchange platform,
strengthen cooperation and communication with suppliers. It will improve the standardization system
and ensure the smooth operation of the hospital information construction. It establishes the
transaction security requirement for the exchange of certain medical information and manages the
information disclosure.
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